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Abstract—Multimodal characterization of unknown environ-
ments is of increasing necessity in various applications (such as
autonomous or Tele-operated robots). While audiovisual mapping
can be performed in high fidelity and real time, haptic mapping
is lagging behind. Infrared thermography is an emergent tech-
nology for performing material characterization without a need
for contact between the sensing element and the object, enabling
a wider range of use cases, such as dealing with delicate items.
However, the signal provided by a thermal camera used in such
setups depends on the thermal emissivity of the examined sample.
This paper presents an approach to estimate the emissivity of an
object through its reflection of light. The contactless nature of
this approach allows for it to be used as part of a thermographic
material characterization framework.

Index Terms—Thermography, Thermal radiation, Haptic in-
terfaces

I. INTRODUCTION

There are many existing, new and upcoming scenarios in

which a task to characterize an unknown environment is vital

to carry out. Nowadays we can accurately and quickly capture

audio, video and depth with state of the art cameras. However,

the factors that create our sense of touch are not as effectively

scanned or modeled yet. The common need for mapping

haptic modality is either to equip machines with this skill

(social/industrial robotics) or to simulate the experience for

humans in environments where it would not naturally occur

(teleoperation, telepresence, augmented/virtual reality). This

would result in precise and accurate operation for robots and

provide immersive and lifelike experience for humans.

There exist a few approaches to map the haptic properties

by measuring their physical characteristics. Most of these ap-

proaches entail contact-based surface-tool interactions, which

means that every single object would need to be contacted.

This seems tedious regardless of whether it is performed in

advance (such as when a scene is recorded to be used in

a virtual environment) or on the fly (when a robot maps

its surroundings), not to mention that some delicate objects

might not react optimally to being subjected to a contact force.

These considerations direct the attention of research towards

a contactless mapping tool.

Our recent publications have proposed and demonstrated

the suitability of infrared thermography for material charac-

terization [1]–[3]. An overview of a thermographic material

characterization framework is seen in Figure 1. Such a system

studies the response of the material to being subjected to a

slight thermal excitation. The temporal and spatial evolution

of the thermal gradient on an object’s surface enable the

categorization of the material composition of the object, which

in turn can help in determining its physical properties.

Fig. 1. Diagram of a thermographic material characterization framework

One of the fundamental challenges when it comes to using

thermal cameras for quantitative evaluations is the estimation

of thermal emissivity. Emissivity is the ratio of the amount

of thermal radiation produced by an object compared to an

otherwise identical perfect black body radiator [4]. These

objects are governed by Planck’s Law that describes the mag-

nitude and spectral distribution of the radiation with respect

to the temperature of the object. A thermography setup has

to compensate for this scaling factor before it can deduce the

temperature of the object from its radiation spectrum.

There are two established methods for measuring the emis-

sivity of an object. One method relies on accurately measuring

the temperature of the object, while another requires a tape
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with known emissivity value to be placed on the object and

achieve perfect thermal contact with it [5], [6]. Neither of these

methods permit the estimation of the emissivity of an object

with unknown temperature in a contactless fashion.

This paper presents an alternative approach to estimate the

emissivity of unknown objects. As light hits the surface, it

is transmitted through the surface, absorbed by the surface

or reflected from the surface. The sum of the intensities of

transmitted, absorbed and reflected light are equal to that of

the incident light and independent of the characteristics of the

surface. The ratios of the intensity of transmitted, absorbed and

reflected light compared to the incident light are transmittance,

absorptance and reflectance, and their sum is consequently 1.

Moreover, the transmittivity of opaque objects is assumed 0

for if they are sufficiently thick. The electromagnetic power

absorbed by an object is equal to its emitted power at thermal

equilibrium (Kirchhoff’s law) [7]. Therefore its emissivity is

equal to its absorptivity. Therefore, the sum of the ratio of

reflected electromagnetic power to the incident power and the

emissivity of the opaque object sums up to 1. This allows for

the estimation of the emissivity of an object based on known

power of incident light and measured power of reflected light.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2

presents existing work in this field, while Section 3 describes

the conducted experiment. The results are detailed in Section

4, and the discussion of results can be found in Section 5.

Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6, along with stating

our plans for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

This research topic lies at the intersection of multiple areas,

including material characterization and recognition, haptic

modeling, infrared thermography and emissivity measurement.

There has been extensive research on material recognition

based on visual information [8], [9]. These methods are cer-

tainly useful but there is a limitation in that different materials

can have very similar visual properties (such as glossy white

acrylic or glossy white silicone).

Another approach for acquiring information about materials

is by characterizing contact interaction between a tool and

the material surface, also known as tool-surface interaction.

This can provide relevant and precise information about the

object’s physical properties by measuring values of position,

velocity, acceleration, vibration, force or torque as a pen-

shaped tool probes the surface of the object [10], [11]. While

these measurements work well in general, they are intrinsically

limited by a need for physical contact between the sensing tool

and the object.

Infrared thermography as a technology has been around

since the 1980s, and has largely been used for nondestructive

testing and evaluation of materials in industry [12]–[15].

Despite its decades long application for acquiring informa-

tion about materials, it has been mostly used for qualitative

purposes, such as fault detection [16], [17], examination of

various works of art [18], [19] and characterization of elec-

tronic circuits [20]–[22].

Quantitative thermographic analysis can reveal information

about the physical properties of the material, such as thermal

diffusivity [1], [24]–[27] and thermal emissivity [5], [6], [28].

Measuring or estimating the emissivity of a material with

high precision is a difficult task. There are three common

methods: first, by comparing the measured radiation to a

known temperature value using a thermocouple attached to the

object [5]. Second, by covering part of the object with high-

emissivity coating and ensuring perfect thermal contact [6].

This region will behave as a black body and it can be compared

against the rest of the object. The third, and most commonly

used method involves using a look-up table of emissivity

values based on the material composition of the object [28].

Unfortunately, neither of these methods are suitable for non-

contact emissivity estimation for material characterization.

In [29], a method to employ thermography on a wedge-like

region of an object is proposed. Light entering this region

undergoes a series of reflections and as such, the overall

absorptivity (and consequently, emissivity) of the region is

close to 1. Thermal radiation from this region can be used to

compare against the rest of the object to determine emissivity.

Iino et al. [30] presented an experiment to measure the

effects of changing the paint on the surface of automobiles on

their emissivities. An interesting research is [31], where the

authors present a neural network-based system to correct for

atmospheric absorption in measured emissivity graphs which

can happen outside of the long-wave infrared range (8-14 μm,

≈ 207-362K),

Due to the relatively few areas of utilization for quantitative

thermography, the need to develop a method for emissivity

estimation that is contactless and fast was never present. It

is vital however, for thermography-based material character-

ization that are in development and as such, this work is

an essential element to realize thermography-based haptic

modeling.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

The experimental setup consisted of the following parts:

an array of 5 LED lights, a photo diode, various experimental

samples as well as a control circuit and a desktop workstation.

An image of the setup can be seen in Figure 2, while a

schematic diagram of the experiment is presented in Figure 3.

The photo diode is a Marktech MTPD4400D-1.4 model,

having a spectral sensitivity in the 190nm - 570 nm range,

covering a short spectrum around the visible-UV border.

The LED lights emit a light of wavelength 390nm, with a

cumulative power consumption of 260 mW. The control circuit

consists of an amplifier to increase the magnitude of the

signal, an Arduino microcontroller that samples the signal

at 12 ms period (∼ 83Hz) and instructs a relay for turning

on/off the power supplied to the LED lights. The LED lights,

the photo diode and the amplifier circuit are all located on

the same board, at a distance of 5cm from the sample under

examination. The Arduino board is controlled from a desktop

computer running MATLAB through a serial connection and

it supplies the computer with the collected data.
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.

The experimental samples are collected to create a 2x2x2

fully factorial design with respect to 3 parameters: color (black

or white), finish (glossy or matte) and material (acrylic or

silicone). An image of the samples can be seen in Figure 4.

Each of these samples are fitted on a 3D-printed stand so that

they are directly facing the LED lights and the photo diode.

Data acquisition is performed according to the following

procedure: each of the experimental samples is examined for

a total of 3 periods of data acquisition. Each of these periods

begins with a 5 second pause. The LED lights are then turned

on, and another 5 seconds later the Arduino board takes 1000

consecutive samples of the output of the amplifier. These 1000

samples span a time range of around 12 seconds.

IV. RESULTS

An example of the collected data can be seen in Figure 5.

The data presented here is the voltage at the output of the

amplification circuit, as sampled by the Arduino board. It can

be seen that while the raw data has a large magnitude of

additive noise, a moving average filter of length 11 drastically

reduces the variance of the data.

All of the time-domain results can be seen in Figure 6,

having subjected to smoothing by a moving average filter of

length 11. These figures exemplify that all of the samples

produce a consistent signal that does not increase or decrease

with time or between different experimental runs.

It is clear from Figure 6 that black and white samples have

a response that is radically different in magnitude, however

there does not seem to be an immediate difference in material

composition or finish. Given that our experimental design

followed a fully factorial 2x2x2 arrangement, it seems logical

to examine the three factors separately on all results. Figure 7

reflects these categories between acrylic and silicone, between

glossy and matte, and between black and white, respectively.

Figure 8 displays the entirety of each categories as a

separate box plot. Table I lists several statistical values for

the different sample categories (acrylic, silicone, glossy, matte,

black and white).

The average standard deviation per period (ASDPP) cate-

gory refers to taking the standard deviation of the results of

each data acquisition period (12 per sample category, with or

without applying a moving average filter of length 11) sepa-

rately, then averaging them. The cumulative average standard

deviation (CASD) category refers to taking the signals of each

category as a single signal and displaying its standard deviation

(with or without applying the moving average filter).

It is clear that black and white results have a large differ-

ence. This is further emphasized by Table I, which lists the

statistical characteristics for each of the categories. However,

the other two pairs of categories demonstrate negligible differ-

ences: in both cases (acrylic versus silicone and glossy versus

matte) the difference between the averages is less than 20%

of the filtered standard deviations of these categories.

V. DISCUSSION

There are a couple of points worthy of discussion with

respect to the results presented above. Firstly, the consistency

of signals: as presented in Figure 5, the signal has a large

magnitude of noise, but applying a moving average filter of 11

samples on it drastically reduces the variance of the noise (by

around 80% in all cases, when taken as the average standard

deviation per period). This means that capturing only 11 data

points is sufficient to have highly reliable data on the sample

under examination. This implies that the system is capable of

performing data acquisition in around 132ms, which enables

soft-real time emissivity estimation.

Looking at the differences between opposite categories,

we can see the following: the black and white signals both

have small cumulative average standard deviations (CASD)

compared to their magnitudes, and this is reduced even further

after filtering. Given that the black and white category means

are significantly different, this means that the system clearly

differentiates between objects of different color. Another ob-

servation is that the CASD values are not significantly higher

than the ASDPP values. This means that taking all the different

black samples and treating their signals as if they were

produced by the same sample does not degrade the result by
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Fig. 4. The samples used in the experiment.

TABLE I
RESULTS PER CATEGORY

Category Acrylic Silicone Glossy Matte Black White

Mean 273.0mV 317.8mV 301.2mV 289.6mV 75.7mV 515.1mV

ASDPP 113.9mV 117.6mV 114.4mV 117.1mV 95.9mV 135.6mV

ASDPP (filtered) 22.9mV 22.9mV 22.0mV 23.8mV 18.7mV 27.2mV

Effect of filtering -79.89% -80.53% -80.77% -79.68% -80.50% -79.94%

CASD 232.9mV 266.6mV 262.6mV 239.4mV 96.7mV 143.1mV

CASD (filtered) 203.6mV 239.6mV 236.4mV 209.6mV 21.7mV 53.3mV

Effect of filtering -12.58% -10.13% -9.98% -14.22% -77.56% -62.75%

Statistical characteristics, including mean, average standard deviation per period (ASDPP) and cumulative average standard deviation (CASD)

much. The same is true for the white category. What the overall

small filtered black ans white CASD values mean is that there

is not much information lost when the material compositions

and finishes of the samples are not taken into account. This

implies that these latter factors do not significantly affect the

results.

Signals in the acrylic and silicone categories have very

similar statistical characteristics. Although their means are

slightly different, this is less than half of their per-period

average standard deviations (ASDPP). Moreover, the differ-

ence between signals produced by samples made of the same

material cannot be overlooked, and filtering does not reduce

the deviation by much when calculated cumulatively (CASD).

These observations imply that the material composition of

the sample does not significantly affect its reflectivity, and

consequently its emissivity.

The remaining factor to be discussed is the finish of the

samples. As seen from both the numerical (Table I) and

graphical (second row of graphs in Figure 7) results, approx-

imately the same can be said for the finish of the sample as

its material composition, namely that it does not affect the

signal much. This is an interesting consequence, as it goes

against the notion that glossy and matte surfaces reflect light

in fundamentally different ways, so materials with different

finishes but otherwise identical parameters must have different

reflectivity values. It is true in general that a matte surface

reflects light differently than a glossy one. This difference,

however, is not fundamentally in the amount of light reflected,

but its direction. While the angle of incidence is always equal

to the angle of reflection, the micro-scale plane corresponding

to the reflection surface is not always identical to the macro-

scale surface plane of the object. Glossy surfaces tend to be

smoother on the micro-scale and therefore reflect a much

higher proportion of the incoming light the same way as if

the surface was modeled as a perfectly smooth plane. This

way most incoming parallel light rays will remain parallel

after reflection. This is called specular reflection. For matte

surfaces, which have higher amounts of micro-scale surface

irregularities the reflected light is much less directional. This is

called diffuse (Lambertian) reflection, and it generally happens

when the vertical scale of micro-scale surface deformities is

higher than the wavelength of the incident light. Therefore,

considering the samples with different finishes but otherwise

identical parameters (such as in our experiment) will result in
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Fig. 5. A sample result of data collection for the white glossy silicone object.
The blue line indicates the raw data while the red line is the smoothed data.

Fig. 6. Time-domain results for all 3 periods (blue, red and yellow) of all 8
samples smoothed with a moving average filter of length 11. The categories
are: A (acrylic), S (silicone), G (glossy), M (matte), B (black) and W (white).

different directional reflectivity distributions, but equal hemi-
spherical reflectivity values. In our experiment, we use an array

of LED lights, from which light arrives at the surface of the

samples at different angles. Given the Helmholtz reciprocity

[32], which states that a ray of light and its reverse go

through identical optical effects in ordinary conditions (linear,

stationary, non-magnetic medium), measuring the reflection of

light from surrounding sources on an object at an angle that is

perpendicular to its surface is equivalent to measuring the total

hemispherical reflection of the object from a source that shines

a beam that is perpendicular to the object’s surface, which

is its hemispherical exitance. Therefore in this experiment

we are comparing hemispherical exitance values, which are

theoretically identical for all kinds of finishes. This is why

samples with both the glossy and the matte finishes are

Fig. 7. Box plots of filtered results per category.

Fig. 8. Box plots of all categories.

expected to produce values that are close to each other, and

this experiment confirms the theory.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the quantitative aspects of

the results. This paper does not present numerical emissiv-

ity estimations for these samples, which is due to lack of

access to a way to obtain the real emissivity values of the

samples. However, based on some trivial assumptions (such

that transmittivity of each sample is negligible and that they

reach steady state almost immediately i.e. the LED lights

produce negligible heating) it is clear that for the same setup,

the sensor reading will be linearly related to the emissivity:

V = c · (1 − E), where V is the voltage output, E is the

emissivity of the material and c is a constant. The value

of c can be determined through calibration by performing
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linear regression on data obtained from at least 2 objects with

known (and different) emissivity values. Therefore the system

is indeed capable of emissivity estimation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper detailed a system that is meant to complement

thermography setups for characterization of materials through

their thermal signatures. In order to perform quantitative analy-

sis on the footage captured by thermal cameras, the emissivity

value of the object under examination has to be accurately

known, but different objects may have different emissivity val-

ues. The proposed system is capable of emissivity estimation

in soft-real time, and in a contactless fashion. As a result, this

system can serve as a building block for a fully functional

thermographic material characterization system. Our future

work includes improving the presented approach, testing it on

a larger range of objects as well as integrating it into a circuit

together with a laser source and a thermal camera to realize

a thermographic material characterization system mentioned

above.
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